
 
 

      
 

        Seas the Day 

   
1. Score Base @ 4 ¼”, fold and Burnish. 

2. Stamp the Octopus using Calypso Coral ink, die cut then add Wink of Stella. Place Dimensionals on back set 

aside. 

3. Die cut Sea Weed (3 of larger, 1 of smaller die) from the scrap Waves of Ocean Designer Paper. 

4. Place ‘bubbles’ Die on Waves of the Ocean Designer paper towards top left (just past center as shown). 

5. In one of the Black layers, cut out center so your ‘bubbles’ can be seen as Calypso Coral (or you can put a 

scrap of Calypso Coral behind holes.)    

6. Adhere the Waves of the Ocean Designer paper you die cut the bubbles from onto layer of Black (with center 

cut out, or with a piece of Calypso behind the holes), then place onto front of card base. 

7. Take backs off Dimensionals behind the Octopus and place below the ‘holes’, add Wink of Stella in holes to 

make them sparkle.  

8. Stamp front sentiment onto 1 ¼” x 1 ½” scrap of Basic White using Memento Black ink, go over after dry with 

Blending Brush and LIGHTLY with Calypso coral. Cut bottom to make tag. Add Dimensionals, set aside. 

9. Place a little adhesive on bottom right of front of card (where you will place the sentiment and it won’t show), 

then place the 3 die cut sea weed pieces over adhesive, glue some of the tops so they will stick to card. 

10. Place your sentiment onto front covering part of the stems of the sea weed. 

11. Stamp Basic White with the sentiment for inside using Memento Black, and place the small seaweed on bottom 

left. Layer onto the Black and then place inside card 

12.  Add Rhinestones to front as desired. 

Supplies 

Stamps: Seas the Day 

Inks: Calypso Coral, Memento Tuxedo 

Black 

Paper: Calypso Coral 5 ½” x 8 ½” 

Basic Black 4” x 5 ¼” (x2) 

Basic White 3 ¾” x 5”, scraps 

Waves of the Ocean Designer 3 ¾” x 5”, 

scraps for sea weed 

Embellishments: Iridescent Rhinestones 

Tools: Sea Dies (can get in Bundle), Wink 

of Stella, Blending Brush 


